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Hafler

HA75 and
HA75-DAC

HA15, HA75,
and HA75-DAC
Headphone
Amplifiers
Awesome sound, for the discerning
engineer and the committed listener
Review by Mike Metlay
Hafler’s decades-long reputation for quality audio is upheld
proudly in the three headphone amps I’ve recently auditioned.
However, I was reminded of something valuable in the process.
Not all of us are recording engineers; some of us simply listen
for pleasure, and delight in tailoring our listening experience
by tweaking the audio we hear, in ways that are for us alone.
That’s worth keeping in mind as we go from inspiring accuracy
to gorgeous color in listening to these three amps.

HA15

The HA15 is a 100%
discrete-component solidstate amplifier intended
for power, accuracy, and
transparency. It’s a very
simple box: there’s one
stereo input that can come from either unbalanced RCA or
balanced XLR inputs, switchable from a recessed rear-panel
button, and one set of RCA outputs that pass the input signal
along to other devices unaffected. Controls are simple: power
switch, level pot, and a knob and switch labeled Focus.
Focus allows the user to dial in a small amount of crosstalk, so
the left ear hears part of the right signal and vice versa; this can
simulate the sort of mixing in air that one hears when in a room
with speakers. This is a useful listening tweak; besides sounding
immersive, it lets the engineer check for phase anomalies in the
stereo signal that may require attention. If adding Focus makes
your mix suddenly sound weird, there’s a problem.
The HA15 provides amazing audio from any analog signal.
I drove it from a couple of mixing consoles, as well as from a
Schiit Audio Modi 2 D/A converter (review forthcoming), and
the sound was nothing short of addictive: punchy, incredibly
detailed, with great stereo imaging that was fun and instructive
to alter with the Focus control. It was definitely a “once you’ve
heard it, you’ll get it” experience, especially with my
high-impedance headphones—even my finicky 600Ω AKG
K240M loves this amp!
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The HA75 and
HA75-DAC are discrete tube amplifiers,
with all that implies;
they provide a smooth
and clear listening experience, with the harmonic warmth of the tube added when pushed harder. Both
have two stereo inputs, selectable from the front panel, and
two stereo outputs, an unbuffered Thru and a Tube Out that
passes the tube stage’s sound to an amplifier or mixer (so you
can use it as a “tube warmth” box). Input A is RCA or XLR; on
the HA75, Input B is a second RCA input, and on the HA75DAC it’s a USB port fed directly from your DAW.
Both offer Focus control, as well as a Vox switch that allows
you to boost bass response with two different curves. This
serves a similar function to old stereos’ Loudness switches,
to make up for weaker bass when listening at lower levels;
the effect is quite noticeable, and should be turned off when
doing critical work.
The HA75 also has a negative feedback control; when switched
out, it’s set to what the manufacturer considers an optimal level.
This provides a real education in what tubes do to audio! As you
increase the Feedback, the signal gets dramatically louder and
richer. Hafler warns that there’s no “right” or “wrong” setting, and
having that much control over your tonality is a guilty pleasure
engineers don’t usually get to enjoy. For the “flattest” sound, turn
the knob all the way down to suppress the tube character.
The HA75-DAC has a preset Feedback amount, but adds
a Load switch with six settings from 20Ω to 400Ω. Again,
there’s no right or wrong here; you just select what sounds
clearest in your phones while adjusting volume level (lower
impedance will be louder).
These amplifiers sound amazing! As a listening experience,
they’re both simply exquisite, and I’d recommend them to a
user who’s more interested in “creative listening” than in perfect
accuracy, simply because it’d take a lot of work to settle into
a reliable reference sound.

So

It’s good to remember that any tone tweaks you give your
audio with the HA75 or HA75-DAC will end at your ears.
That said, they’re really lovely tweaks, adding to the listening
experience in much the same way that a good tube amp adds
to the guitar-playing experience.
Conversely, the HA15 provides a solid reference point
that doesn’t wander away from hard reality unless you
want it to—and even then, in a useful way. If you need
consistent performance from various headphones with a
wide range of impedances and sensitivities, this little amp
will love them all.

HA15, $449.99; HA75, $999.99;
HA75-DAC, $1299.99; www.hafler.com
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